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EVO stands are made of the highest quality magnesium-aluminum alloys. Precise execution in the forging technology
guarantees exceptional durability and reliability of the final product. The Tactic series was created with the thought of
professionals and hobbyists photographing in the bosom of nature. Tactic stands are distinguished by the green color
and covers of the tripod legs in the masking colors. They are a perfect complement to the equipment for photographing
wildlife. High functionality and high quality of workmanship allow you to use tripods in all conditions. The EVO Tactic
T80 tripod is designed for use with mirrorless cameras, DSLRs and medium format cameras. This is the highest model
from the Tactic series. Thanks to the use of 4 leg sections, the stand is characterized by a large working height (182cm),
with a small length after folding (49.5cm). In addition, it has the monopod function. The tripod has the option of
mounting the head upside down, which is very helpful in taking macro shots. The tripod feet can be converted into
spikes (included), allowing for certain positioning, e.g. on ice. The tripod legs move apart after unlocking the screwed,
sealed clamps. The regulation of the leg spacing is responsible for solid blocking, there is the possibility of spreading the
legs 'flat'. Tactic T80 is equipped with a ball head, 3/8 ", the head has a panorama function with a scale and a blockade.
It is additionally equipped with a pressure regulator of the ball stop knob, topped with an Arca-Swiss type mounting plate
with a standard thread 1 / 4 ". After unscrewing the leg and connecting it to the central speaker, we obtain a fully
functional monopod. The hook at the bottom of the column makes it possible to tighten the tripod, increasing its stability.
Technical parameters â€¢ elements of the set: - EVO ETH80 ball head with a lifting capacity of up to 20 kg, - high
quality, practical cover with shoulder strap, - three soft leg pads, - interchangeable leg tips - spikes and feet, adjustment keys, â€¢ number of sections: 4 â€¢ maximum height: 1820 mm â€¢ the height of the monopod: 1930 mm â€¢
folded: 495 mm â€¢ weight: 2.85 kg â€¢ maximum load: 20 kg â€¢ head: ball â€¢ other: monopod function, replaceable feet,
quick-coupler in the Arca-Swiss standard Warranty 2 years
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